
 

 

Cat’s Eye KC Cattery Contract 
This document is part of the agreement between Cat’s Eye KC Cattery 

 

Adopter        ______________________________________                  Date: _______________ 

Description of the kitten:  Color_________________       

Male____  Female____ 

DOB: ____________ 

Dam: ________________________________  TICA Registered:  Yes 

Sire: _________________________________ TICA Registered:  Yes   

Kittens from Cat’s Eye KC Cattery are guaranteed to be negative for FELV and FIV.  Although we do not 

anticipate any health issues, we highly encourage taking out the 30 day pet insurance trial.    

Adopter agrees to have kitten checked by their veterinarian within 72 hours of receiving the kitten, at 

their cost.  Should any health issue be discovered during this visit, Cat’s Eye KC agrees to pay up to the 

pet insurance deductible of $250. 

The Adopter agrees that in the event that a GENETIC defect is VERIFIED and DOCUMENTED by a 

LICENSED veterinarian, with 72 hours of kitten pickup, Cat’s Eye KC agrees to a full refund.  

Initials:_____________   

Kitten will be dewormed and receive their first round of shots as deemed necessary by our vet.  Adopter 

agrees to cover the cost of additional rounds of shots if taking possession of the kitten after they are 

required, as deemed necessary by our vet. 

Adopter agrees that the kitten will be kept indoors at all times, that the kitten will never be declawed,  

that the kitten will have access to food and  fresh water and that it will receive frequent and kind human 

attention.  

Adopter agrees to have kitten spayed or neutered between 6-9 months old.  Registration certificate 

from TICA will be provided after Cat’s Eye KC receives documentation  from the adopters veterinarian of 

said spay/neuter. 

Adopter understands that “breeding rights” are prohibited under this contract. 

Cat’s Eye KC Cattery will offer support and advice as part of this contract. 

Signature of Adopter                                                               Signature of Breeder 

__________________________                                           ______________________ 

Date:  __________                                                                  Date: __________            


